Short-term sleep EEG recordings after partial sleep deprivation as a routine procedure in order to uncover epileptic phenomena: an evaluation of 719 EEG recordings.
All night sleep deprivation prior to an EEG registration causes some inconvenience not only to the organization of the EEG department but presents a burden on the patients as well as their family members, and for these reasons is not suitable to be frequently employed as a routine procedure. As an alternative, we performed short-term sleep recordings in the early afternoon following a partial sleep deprivation of the patients during the preceding night. This method was well accepted by the patients and their family. Our only goal was to shorten the total time of night sleep using the following guideline: for very small children 22.00-06.00; for 4-14-year-old patients 24.00-06.00; and for patients older than that 01.00-06.00. 79.9%, out of 719 patients (573) who had been given the above instructions subsequently showed sleep patterns in their EEG. Additionally we had to administer an oral dose of promazine to only 67 patients. However, for the most part, patients showed only light sleep stages: 114 patients only reached sleep stage 1; 323 patients sleep stage 2; 88 patients sleep stage 3; and 48 patients sleep stage 4. As expected, REM sleep was never recorded. Nonetheless, in 32 out of 146 patients who were tired but unable to fall asleep, epileptic patterns could be provoked. In 636 patients, the EEG-recording after sleep reduction was ordered because of a suspected seizure disorder; in the remaining patients it was initiated solely because of sharp components in the routine-EEG. In 341 (53.6%) of the patients with suspected epilepsy, electroencephalographic activity indicative of a seizure disorder was activated. Such epileptic patterns were recorded almost exclusively in stages of waking, 1 and 2. Only in one out of the 124 patients who reached sleep stages 3 and 4 epileptic patterns were not seen until deep sleep was entered. We observed 2/s, 3/s and 6/s spike-and-wave complexes, sharp waves, spikes, polyspikes, groups containing remarkably sharp components and so called sharp vertex grapho-elements. Patients with suspected seizure disorders frequently show grapho-elements which can be interpreted as the expression of a disposition for epilepsy. These sharp vertex elements were evident in 54 out of 719 short term sleep recordings, more often in children than in adults. 49 times they coincided with typical epileptic discharges such as sharp waves, spikes or spike-and-waves in the same recording.